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Abstract
In Poland the use of GIS tools in spatial management is still not very common. Lack of
legal provisions in this field, as well as lack of uniform standards regarding creation of
data bases result in a situation where most actions undertaken by the local government
units are of spontaneous character. Nevertheless, during the recent years, local communes
have been establishing on their own local information systems about their terrains. In most
cases the signal for setting up such a system of spatial information is given together with
launching activities in the field of spatial planning. The amount of information gathered
and the easiness of its receipt is often surprising for local authorities.

One of the factors which will indirectly impose an obligation of creating complete and
instantaneously updated spatial data bases is the new act on spatial planning and
management. The authors are focusing on three model methods of spatial management in
local communities, which over time will be formed in the new legal environment. Each of
them is based on practical use of GIS, and the differences among them are mainly related
to the ways of managing the information that is gathered.

INTRODUCTION
The benefits of using GIS tools in spatial management are getting more and more
appreciated among local authorities in Poland. Changing legal conditions and dynamic
changes in physical space lead to evolution of the planistic process so that it becomes more
continuous and repetitive. This urges the local communities to seek the ways to facilitate
functioning of their administrations (Decewicz, 2003). The solutions of GIS tools find
applications in spatial planning and management processes, and fulfill the needs of
territorial administration units. They are becoming a valuable tool of verification, analysis
of changes; they can shorten long administration procedures and lower the costs of
preparing planistic documents.

In Poland the act on spatial planning and management issued by the Parliament in 2003
obliges local communes to prepare two principal planistic documents: a study on conditions
and directions of spatial management of the local commune and a local plan of spatial
management.

The study is a strategic document related to the scope of spatial policy of local authorities.
It is prepared for the area of the whole local commune, and it is the only document that
deals with the issues of near and further future of the specific pieces of land. This document
does not have the status of local law. The effects of work on preparing the study include
indicating the following elements:
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• Agricultural areas which cannot be built-in,
• Areas that can be devoted to building in,
• Areas to be covered with different forms of protection,
• Areas that need changing or recultivation,
• Directions of developing communication and technical infrastructure,
• Areas for which local plans of spatial management have to be prepared.

The study plays a coordinating role with respect to local plans of spatial management.

The local plan of spatial management is a document creating local law with respect to rules
of spatial management. This document is prepared for the selected, small fragment of the
local commune, although the authorities have often decided to cover the whole area of the
commune with it. The obligatory scale is 1: 1 000 or 1: 2 000. The spatial information
generated in the plan includes the following:

• The rules of spatial management,
• Area destination,
• Borders among areas with different management patterns,
• Objects and borders of areas that are protected.

The scope and the level of detail regarding information about the specific areas is different
for each of those planistic documents. The most comprehensive information is created
during preparation of the study on conditions and directions of spatial management of the
commune, which is due to its territorial scope and wide range of issues covered. This study
includes information about:

• planistic decisions (the binding local plan of spatial management),
• areas and objects that are protected under nature protection regulations,
• objects of culture and conservation zones,
• soil classification,
• geology,
• road and technical infrastructure,
• land ownership laws.

During the proces the plan creation, if the existing database is used, the data is made more
precise and is analysed according to the relevant scale.

SPATIAL DATABASE
The principal benefit to local communes related to using GIS tools in spatial management is
creation of spatial database which contains the necessary information on conditions and
management of space. Well organised, relative GIS database is a tool which finds many
applications, also in managing territorial units (Fiszczuk-Wiktorowicz and Fogel, 2003).
Spatial GIS database about a commune/town, enabling processing a huge amount of
information, makes a decision-making process much easier. In this respect, the information
set about a commune or a town should have the following features:

 clear structure and orderly information thanks to a vocabulary that is uniform for the
whole unit,

 strata compatibility,
 reference system – setup in cartographic or geodetic coordinates system,
 visualisation model – compatibility of coordinates with the information set.
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The spatial database built with respect to the above mentioned rules ensures compatibility
with raster and vector-based bacground maps and with the system of land and building
registration. For territorial self-governments it is important that such a database is secured
from uncontrolled input of changes in the structure of the information set, and at the same
time it should be user-friendly.

CREATION OF A SPATIAL DATABASE VERSUS SPATIAL PLANNING IN THE
LOCAL COMMUNE
Creation of a spatial database as a separate undertaking can be difficult to carry out,
especially in poor communes – because of high costs. Cost reduction can be achieved
through creation of such a database as an element of the study on conditions and directions
of spatial management in the commune (Fiszczuk-Wiktorowicz and Fogel, 2003).

As already mentioned, the study is a planistic document that is obligatory to prepare for the
whole commune. Such a study should contain, in addition to the required (as stated in the
act on planning and spatial management) text part, a digital database, which over time will
become its most valuable part. Only GIS-type tools should be used for creation of spatial
databases because only they allow creating cohesive (topological) information strata for the
whole area. Collection of input data for the study database must result from a
comprehensive audit for the whole area. Geodetic data play a very important role. Much
information about the area is created by the units which are obliged to store and update
specific subject-related information, e.g. State Forests, General Directorate of Public Roads
and Highways, geological authorities, Polish oil mining and gas authorities. Another set of
important spatial information has recently been created thanks to data collection for the
programme of agricultural subsidies IACS. The collected information is transferred to the
centres of geodesy and cartography documentation, and for the needs of modern commune
management they seam to be sufficient. Over time the database created for the study should
become one of the principal tools. At the same time it is necessary to supplement it with
information related to dynamics of changes in space in the form of working input data,
important in the process of the commune management. Such data include: applications for
changing land use patterns, register of local plans of spatial mangement, register of
decisions on building conditions issued in the form of individual building consents – all the
planistic decisions.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The use of GIS tools in the authority offices may have different forms, depending on the
dynamics of land development and on financial abilities. First of all, the commune can use
the spatial database through a viewer – a valuable software, simple and (what is the most
important) often free of charge. Such a solution enables quick access to information about
the area, performing analyses or printouts. In such case any changes or updates have to be
made by the external specialists who have prepared the database (servicing).

Alternatively, if the commune owns the purchased GIS software, it may use the spatial
database adjusted to the software. In such case the commune has full control over the
database. The database can be updated with the help of a qualified employee of the office,
using all the functions available in (often very expensive) GIS software. It is also possible
to create browsing files for other departments of the commune office.
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The local commune can benefit from having an orderly information resource in many ways.
Offering spatial database to experts preparing planistic documents can result in lower price
offers and shorter deadlines of fulfilling contracts. Such benefits will be particularly
valuable to the communes undertaking dynamic development, where the pace of planistic
decision-making is the key issue. Such decisions should be supported with reliable
analyses. As we know, carrying out complicated analyses with the use of GIS tools, based
on the existing and orderly information, is not problematic – the same applies to modelling
scenarios of a commune development. Such activities can shorten and simplify the planistic
procedures, allowing the communes reacting in a flexible way to the investment needs.
Constant monitoring of changes in the commune space that is possible in this system
enables fast reactions to conflicts regarding spatial management. Another advantage of
using the computer techniques in creating planistic documents is a possibility of easy
copying of maps related to the planistic documents, even many years after their adoption.

Full access to information about the commune space, dynamics of changes and
expectations of the inhabitants allow easier decision-making regarding selection of the
method of space management, as implemented through preparation of local plans of spatial
management. The authors have observed three principal methods of space management in
local communes:

 preparing one consistent plan for the whole commune
 preparing inconsistent plans for the selected fragments of the commune space
 preparing exclusively small plans, most often for the separate pieces of land.

A CONSISTENT PLAN FOR THE WHOLE COMMUNE
Such a solution had until recently been used in many local communes, which could
therefore easily control their space. In this approach the local plan of spatial management
was prepared for the commune within its administraction borders. Clear structure, uniform
for the whole area, was the main benefit of such a solution, and a change in a plan could
exclusively mean changing a symbol on a map, without changing functional features of the
specific areas. Currently binding Act on spatial planning and management imposes the
scale of studies but, because of lack of the relevant geodetic maps, creation of such studies
is difficult – if not impossible. Taking into account that many communes have prepared
plans for their areas within their administrative borders, each change ruins the consistent
structure of the plan.

Nevertheless, creating such solutions is possible in the areas with simple space structure. In
such a situation preparing the plan for the whole community is not necessary, but making
the study descriptions more precise and creating the uniform vocabulary for the whole
community requires much work. Labour input in creation of the first plan is without doubt
the highest and is very important for any plans created later. The subsequent plans only
assign descriptions agreed upon earlier to the specific areas on the map. Also new
descriptions of functional areas can be introduced, provided that they are not destroying the
logic of the solutions used earlier. Such a plan has a long life cycle, which facilitates its use.
The consistent plan for the whole comune can be seen in Figure 1. Creating a consistent
plan for the whole commune is possible under the following conditions:

 using exclusively GIS tools in creating the maps of the plan,
 the team of experts creating the plan has very high qualifications in using GIS tools,
 defining uniform vocabularies of terms relevant for the whole area of the commune,
 having acces to current and precise geodetic background.
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Figure 1: Consistent plan for Ostrow Mazowiecka commune.

INCONSISTENT PLANS FOR THE SELECTED FRAGMENTS OF THE
COMMUNE
This solution has introduced a big chaos to space management. As a result of adopting
changes in local plans of spatial management for fragments of communes lack of
coordination between the subsequent changes will aggravate. The principal feature of such
a model of spatial management is lack of uniform terms and structure of the plan for the
whole commune. This is a direct result of preparing the fragmentary plans by different
expert teams. The key role in using such plans can be attributed to to the geodetic
background and the possibility of fitting all the prepared plans together. Having such plans
facilitates the work in the commune to some extent, enabling showing and reviewing the
plans on the computer. Such data constitutes a great material that can be used for changes in
the study. Fitting all the maps together, so as to create one convenient to use picture, often
requires recalculation of the coordinates from different sets of geodetic coordinates
systems. In attempts of putting together one picture for the whole commune the
recommended saving format for spatial data is dxf. The inconsistent plans for the selected
fragments of the comune can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sample of inconsistent plans for Czarna commune.
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Creation of inconsistent plans for the commune is possible under the following conditions:

 the expert team has sufficient qualifications and uses any kind of CAD or GIS
software,

 during the process of map drawing geographical coordinates have been described.

SMALL PLANS, MOSTLY FOR SEPARATE PIECES OF LAND
This is a model solution for the communes which in this way want to ensure high flexibility
in the decision-making process. The key role in such a management model can be attributed
to high quality, abundant and current information in the study.

In this situation it is impossible to achieve compatibility across the plans, which have a very
short lifecycle, conditioned on issuing a building permit. Such plans most often are created
based on traditional drawing techniques. Creation of such plans does not require special
qualifications in using GIS tools; the commune should have a register of approved local
plans of spatial management within its borders, which can be stored in electronic version in
the form of scanned pictures or pdf files. The small plans for separate pieces of land can be
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Sample of small plans, mostly for separate pieces of land, Siedlce commune.

CONCLUSIONS
In our country the use of CAD and GIS tools in creation of maps related to the plans of
spatial management is becoming a standard, however it often happens that the commune
authorities receive a CD with data saved in a programme that is unknown to them.
Sometimes after a few years, when another expert team explores this material, it turns out
that it contains errors, such as:

 unknown cartographic coordinates,
 incomplete database,
 illegible, chaotic data structure.

More and more popular are also studies containing high quality digital spatial databases,
which as a matter of fact, from the point of view of people managing the space, represent
the highest value of the study. In practice, the commune gets the following benefits:
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• orderly information with legible, transparent structure
• user-friendly software (most often in the form of a viewer) or full information about

the software that is necessary for database management
• training of the employees of the local authorities office, allowing getting knowledge

about the new form of product.

The use of GIS tools in spatial management, and in particular owning a digital database
related to space information, brings many benefits. They include a possibility of verifying
the decisions, keeping archives and coordinating the planistic documents, comprehensive
analyses and constant monitoring of changes, as well as modelling different scenarios of the
commune development.

Currently there is no better way to keep orderly spatial information than using the GIS
techniques and software. Spatial planning is a domain which imposes the necessity of
collecting and analysing an immense amount of data which often seem not to be related.
Without regard to which model of spatial management has been adopted by the commune
authorities, the spatial information transformed in the form of GIS database constitutes the
factor that can improve the quality of living of the inhabitants.
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